


Mid-May

Christopher was so engrossed in his work that he’d lost

track of time. It was probably two o’clock in the morning,

or thereabouts. He could only estimate the hour because

he’d left his wristwatch on the kitchen table. Christo-

pher liked working late – the absence of distraction. It

reminded him of his years spent at the BBC when he

would stay behind to use the equipment for his own

compositions and musical experiments. He felt a twinge

of sadness, a nostalgic yearning for his younger days –

the solitude and cigarettes, the sleepless nights and grey,

autumn mornings. Just before sunrise, he would leave the

BBC studios in Maida Vale and walk up and down Elgin

Avenue. There was usually no one about, apart from the

occasional prostitute dressed in a raincoat and high heels.

Of course, there was something contrived about his

behaviour. Even then he knew that he was adopting an

attitude, a posture, but the romance of it all was so very

seductive, and the excitement of being part of something

entirely new was a powerful drug. The fact that he was
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able to create music from sounds that had never before

been heard by the human ear was, as far as he was

concerned, utterly miraculous.

The music coming through the headphones dispelled

Christopher’s reminiscences and brought him firmly back

into the present. His ‘score’ was marked with circular

coffee stains and looked more architectural than musical.

The system of notation he employed was a haphazard

combination of borrowed symbols and his own idiosyn-

cratic shorthand – angled lines, filled-in oblongs and a

range of invented hieroglyphs. When a melodic fragment

did appear it was accompanied by a general indication of

the desired effect: reed, carillon, theremin.

Pitches fell at different rates, their descent finding

chance harmonies that quickly dissolved again into

discord. A throbbing bass note, deeper than the lowest

church organ pedal, provided a fundamental that helped

the listener to appreciate these moments of transparency.

The music suggested slow disintegration and reminded

Christopher of a painting by Salvador Dalí showing a

landscape draped in wilting clock faces. It was a beguil-

ing sound and Christopher was pleased with what he 

had accomplished, but at the same time he regretted that

this artful composition would be largely wasted on an

audience whose attention, at this particular juncture in
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the film, would be wholly directed at the screen and an

action sequence involving a perilous escape from an

exploding space station. He imagined teenage boys sitting

in half-empty cinemas, their eyes flickering in the dark-

ness, their hands transferring popcorn from big cardboard

buckets into their wide-open mouths.

Christopher had been finding that he was increasingly

envious of those Oxford peers of his who had continued

to compose serious music. When their pieces were

praised by critics in the broadsheets he felt strangely

desolate. He had begun to think much more about poster-

ity. In the past he had accepted his loss of ‘reputation’

with stoic indifference. It would have been churlish to

complain as he had been amply compensated. His associ-

ation with the film industry had allowed him to enjoy

London throughout its decade of swinging pre-eminence.

But now that his fiftieth birthday was only a few years

away, things had changed. The world was a gloomier

place and getting lucrative commissions wasn’t quite so

easy. These days, he found it harder to be ‘philosophical’

and his expulsion from the ranks of the avant-garde

rankled.

Christopher had become so preoccupied that when the

music faded he forgot to turn the tape machine off. The

reels turned and the headphones hissed. He had followed
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his train of thought as he might a clue in a labyrinth, 

and he had discovered hitherto unsuspected dead ends of

bitterness and envy. A noise roused him. He had been too

self-obsessed to do much more than register that an event

had occurred; however, a disquieting after-impression

lingered. What had he heard, exactly? It had been buried

in the tape hiss, a rhythmic inflection, something that, by

rights, shouldn’t really have been there.

He rewound the tape and watched the digits on the

counter revolving backwards. After a few moments he

pressed ‘stop’ and ‘play’ and turned up the volume. The

hiss in the headphones sounded like a cataract. Christo-

pher listened, and then he started when he heard a voice

speaking over the roar. Even though it was loud, he

couldn’t make out what was being said. He tried again.

This time, he was able to determine the gender of the

speaker, a woman with an unusually deep voice, and she

was speaking in German.

Christopher replayed the phrase several times and

found that with each repetition he was able to hear what

was being said a little better.

‘Wie heilig für uns Toten.’

Christopher’s German was good enough to translate

what she was saying: How sacred for us dead.

It sounded like a fragment of something larger, an
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excerpt from a sermon or poem. Was there any more? He

let the tape run on. After five or six seconds of tape hiss,

the deep, female voice returned. ‘Lange sollen diese Mauern

Zeuge unserer Arbeit sein.’ Once again, Christopher had 

to replay the phrase several times before he was able to

translate it: Long shall these walls be witness to our work.

After another short interval, Christopher heard a man’s

voice – much clearer than the woman’s – saying, ‘Die

Sonne sinkt.’ The sun is sinking. Nothing else followed.

Christopher spoke out loud the phrases he had listened

to: ‘How sacred for us dead . . . Long shall these walls be

witness to our work . . . The sun is sinking.’

He did not puzzle over the significance of these cryp-

tic utterances, but rather he wondered how it was that

two voices (and two German voices at that) had come to

appear on what should have been a completely blank part

of the tape.

Christopher and Laura were sitting at their dining-room

table with their guests, Simon and Amanda Ogilvy. The

starter course had already been served – an Alsatian

fondue made from Munster cheese – along with a flowery

Riesling. It was a tricky operation, spearing the pieces of

wholemeal bread, rotating the skewers in the molten
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cheese, and preventing any excess from dribbling onto

the tablecloth, but frequent practice had made them all

expert. Candles flickered, joss sticks burned and an unob-

trusive Mozart string quartet played in the background.

After the fondue, Christopher went to the kitchen and

returned with a wide earthenware pot brimming with

spaghetti bolognese. The Mozart quartet had come to an

end but the ‘automatic arm’ on the turntable hadn’t lifted.

A regular, muffled pulse was coming through the speak-

ers. Christopher told his guests to help themselves and

went to change the record. He replaced Mozart with Bach:

Glenn Gould playing the two- and three-part inventions.

Simon was talking about a programme he had heard on

the radio in which several politicians had been attempting

to predict the outcome of the current economic crisis. As

Christopher sat down, his friend said, ‘We’ve been living

well beyond our means and we can’t go on like this.’

‘What if the money does run out?’ asked Laura inno-

cently. ‘What will happen? I mean, I know this sounds

selfish, but how will it affect people like us?’

‘I don’t know,’ Simon replied. ‘You hear different

things. The Americans already think we’re a Third World

country. Shanty towns on the heath – it isn’t inconceiv-

able – no food in the shops. God knows. The real issue, 

of course, is whether democracy can survive if things get
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any worse. There are a lot of people out there,’ he said,

pointing at the window, inviting his companions to 

imagine an unthinking multitude beyond the glass, ‘who

want somebody strong to take over and sort it all out.’

‘We’re not going down that road,’ said Christopher. 

‘I don’t think our military have the stomach for it. If they

had, they would have acted by now. No.’ He twisted his

fork into the mountain of spaghetti and minced beef piled

on his plate. ‘It isn’t going to happen, whatever the scare-

mongers say.’

‘Who would want a dictatorship?’ asked Laura. ‘It’s

ridiculous.’

‘David Bowie,’ Amanda replied.

Christopher stopped eating. ‘What?’

‘He said some very odd things last year,’ Amanda

continued, ‘about wanting the army to take over.’

‘Jesus,’ Christopher growled. ‘What was he thinking?’

‘It just goes to show how frustrated people are,’ said

Simon. ‘A sign of the times.’

‘My students found his position very confusing,’

Amanda continued. ‘You know, for a man who used to

wear make-up and a quilted body stocking.’

‘Who cares what David Bowie thinks?’ said Christo-

pher, more vehemently than he had intended.

‘He’s very influential,’ Amanda replied.
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‘He’s a pop singer,’ said Christopher, enunciating the

word ‘pop’ with scornful emphasis.

‘Yes. But people like him matter now,’ said Amanda.

Then, turning to Laura, she said, ‘Are we speaking too

loudly?’

Laura indicated the baby monitor. ‘We’d know if there

was a problem. I think she’ll sleep through.’

‘What time will she wake up?’

‘Six if we’re lucky.’

‘Christ.’

Simon was still thinking about the economy. ‘The

unions demand more money, profits go down, and the

cost of goods goes up. I hope to God Callaghan doesn’t

repeat Wilson’s mistakes.’

In due course, the table was cleared, and Laura

retreated to the kitchen. A few minutes later she returned

pushing a trolley, on top of which was a Black Forest

gateau. ‘I took it out of the freezer an hour ago. I hope 

it’s properly defrosted.’ She cut the cake into thick slices

and circulated the plates. Addressing Simon, she said, ‘I

understand you’re having something performed at the

proms this year.’

‘Not in the Albert Hall, though. They’re putting all us

living composers in the Roundhouse. I know it’s petty, but
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I’m a bit irritated by their decision. When you get a prom,

you expect the Albert Hall, not a train shed.’

Laura took her place at the table. ‘Is it a new piece?’

‘Nyx,’ said Simon, ‘for chamber orchestra and tape.’

‘Nyx?’ Laura repeated.

‘Night,’ said Amanda. ‘In Greek myth, she was one of

the earliest deities, the daughter of Chaos.’

Simon smiled at his wife. ‘Amanda suggested the

title.’

Christopher asked his friend some questions about the

new work and their talk soon became more technical and

exclusive. Laura and Amanda lost interest and began a

conversation of their own. By the time coffee was being

served, the women were speaking in low, confidential

tones about a common acquaintance, and Christopher

inferred that it was acceptable to invite Simon upstairs to

the studio. ‘I’d like you to hear something,’ he said.

It was not uncommon for the men and women to sep-

arate at this point in the evening. Consequently, Laura

and Amanda barely acknowledged their husbands’

departure. The two friends climbed the stairs, but on the

way up Christopher entered the nursery to check on Faye.

He could smell her – a curious blend of animal fragrances

and talcum powder. Christopher looked through the bars

of the cot. Faye had her eyes closed and was sucking her
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thumb in her sleep. She had kicked off her blanket but

Christopher didn’t bother covering her again. The room

was warm and slightly stuffy, even though the upper sash

window had been left open a fraction to let in fresh air.

‘She’s very beautiful,’ whispered Simon.

Christopher nodded. ‘Like her mother.’ They tiptoed

out of the room and continued their ascent.

In the studio, Christopher played his friend the music

he had composed to accompany the escape sequence in

Android Insurrection. Simon stood listening, clasping his

chin, his brow furrowed with concentration. The pitches

began to descend and his expression showed surprise

when the notes suddenly constellated to produce recog-

nizable harmonies.

‘That’s rather good,’ said Simon. ‘Quite unexpected.’

Christopher felt a sense of relief. He wanted Simon’s

approval.

A decade earlier, Simon had been struggling to get

commissions. He had been living in a cramped, rather

shabby hovel overlooking the bleak scrubland of

Wanstead Flats. At that time, Christopher was doing

exceptionally well – parties, fast cars, women. Back then,

he didn’t care what Simon thought. Now that Simon’s

music was being performed by the world’s leading

orchestras, Christopher cared very much. The two men
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seemed to have gone through a reversal of fortunes. Or,

at least, that was how Christopher perceived the situa-

tion. He played Simon a few more pieces, although 

none had the same effect as the first, and Christopher’s

sense of accomplishment gradually ebbed away. More-

over, he found himself feeling slightly resentful towards

his friend. Simon could have been a little more fulsome,

he thought, less reserved in his praise. Christopher main-

tained a show of conviviality, and later, when Simon 

and Amanda were leaving, he shook Simon’s hand and

wished him well.

‘Let’s leave the washing-up,’ said Christopher.

‘I don’t mind doing it,’ said Laura.

Christopher dismissed her offer. ‘I’ll help tomorrow

morning.’

Laura went to collect the baby monitor and when she

returned, she switched off the ground-floor lights and

they went straight to bed.

Christopher had been admiring his wife over the

course of the evening. She had forsaken her loose tops

and pyjama-style trousers for a stylish blouse and tight

jeans. At some point, possibly when she had made her

entrance with the Black Forest gateau, he had decided

that later they would make love, and he had been quietly

looking forward to it. The prospect had added a register
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of pleasant expectation to his otherwise despondent

mental state. Christopher signalled his intent with

touches and kisses, and Laura, reliably willing, allowed

him to continue. She was not properly aroused, but

Christopher knew that his persistence would eventually

be rewarded. Just as a mutually satisfying rhythm had

been established, the steady hiss of the baby monitor 

was disturbed by a snuffling sound. He could feel Laura

tensing beneath him.

‘It’s all right,’ Christopher whispered. ‘She’s fine.’

But the snuffling didn’t stop, and then there was

movement – rustles, creaks, knocks – and then whim-

pering.

‘Stop,’ said Laura. Christopher pressed his hands flat

against the mattress, raised the upper half of his body and

listened. The whimpering was becoming more and more

like crying. ‘I’d better go,’ said Laura, rocking her hips

from side to side.

‘Maybe she’ll settle down,’ Christopher ventured hope-

fully.

‘I don’t think so.’

‘OK.’

Christopher flopped onto his back. Laura swung her

legs off the side of the bed, stood up, and left the room.

He heard her entering the nursery, picking up Faye, 
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and cooing. ‘There, there. What’s the matter?’ Laura’s

attempts to settle the child were not entirely successful,

and Faye continued to grizzle. Christopher was impatient

for his wife’s return. He felt wound up and irritable. He

closed his eyes, took a deep breath, and tried to transcend

his emotions. But Faye was inconsolable. It took more

than thirty minutes before she fell silent, and Christo-

pher’s discomfort was extended further when Laura

chose to spend an additional fifteen minutes waiting to

see if Faye would wake up again.

When Laura finally returned, Christopher was anxious

to resume their lovemaking; however, Laura disap-

pointed him by removing his hand from her breast.

‘No,’ she said. ‘I’m sorry. I’m really very tired.’

‘OK,’ he said. She turned her back on him but he

continued to stroke her spine. ‘OK,’ he repeated.

The next day, Christopher was in the studio creating

effects with an archaic piece of equipment known (to a

small number of former Radiophonic Workshop initiates)

as a ‘wobbulator’. It was a large metal box with a few

switches and a centrally placed rotating knob. The device

produced a raw, atavistic sound, to which varying

amounts of pitch wobble could be added. The sequence
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Christopher was working on involved throbbing bursts of

output from the wobbulator, followed by long pauses,

and it was during one of these pauses that Christopher

detected, once again, the sound of a human voice. He

rewound and replayed the tape. There were, in fact,

unwanted intrusions in almost every interval of silence.

Six altogether. Christopher set about saving the effects he

had already recorded by cutting and splicing the tape,

and in no time he had removed the spoiled sections and

completely restored the soundtrack. He then telephoned

Roger Kaminsky, who agreed to pay Christopher a visit

later that afternoon.

On returning to his studio, Christopher did a little

tidying, examined one or two scores, and then found that

he was bored. The excised pieces of tape, which were still

hanging from hooks above the splicing table, caught his

attention. He had plenty of time to kill, and for want of

anything better to do, he decided to join the pieces

together so that he could play them to Kaminsky. When

Christopher had accomplished his task, he listened to the

voices through headphones. None of the utterances were

very clear, so he used filters to attenuate some frequencies

and strengthen others.

The first voice was female and spoke in French:

‘Désolée. Elle est morte la nuit dernière.’ I’m sorry, she died last
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night. The second voice was male, and spoke two phrases

in German: ‘Ich bin hier fremd’ and ‘Wo treffen wir uns?’ I

am a stranger here and Where shall we meet? There was then

a faint whisper in a Slavic language that Christopher was

unable to translate, then a phrase spoken by a woman in

what Christopher guessed to be Hungarian. The final

voice spoke in declamatory English: ‘Come, Tommy. 

Fate! Come, Tommy. Fate!’ The speaker was male and he

pronounced his words like a drunken aristocrat.

It was all very curious.

By manipulating frequency levels, Christopher was

able to produce an engineered version of the tape that,

although still lacking definition, was much ‘cleaner’ than

the original.

When Kaminsky arrived, Christopher explained how

voices had started to appear on his recordings.

‘No more knocks?’ asked Kaminsky.

‘No,’ Christopher replied. ‘But this is just as bad.’ He

pressed ‘play’. ‘Listen. The first voice says, “Désolée. Elle

est morte la nuit dernière.”’

Kaminsky tilted his head and asked: ‘What does it

mean?’

Christopher stopped the tape. ‘I’m sorry, she died last

night.’

‘Weird. Do you mind if I smoke?’
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‘Providing it’s legal. The next voice is German. “Ich bin

hier fremd.” It means I am a stranger here.’ Christopher

started the tape again.

When the Slavic whispering came through the speak-

ers Kaminsky guessed that it might be Polish.

‘Do you speak Polish?’ Christopher asked.

‘My dad never bothered to teach me,’ Kaminsky

replied, his admission tinged with regret.

They listened to the Hungarian and English voices,

before Christopher rewound the tape and played it a

second time from the beginning. ‘Well, Roger, what do

you think?’

‘Have you been using old tape?’

‘No.’

‘If the record and erasing heads aren’t exactly aligned,

some of the things you thought you’d wiped can still be

there, albeit faintly. Sure it’s not old tape?’

‘Positive. Besides, I wouldn’t have forgotten making

recordings like these, would I?’

The young man exhaled a cloud of smoke. ‘Could be

radio interference – something here acting as an aerial.’

‘Why now?’

‘Change of weather conditions. A new transmitter,

maybe. My old guitar amp picks up radio signals.’

‘But there’s nothing here that would do that.’
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‘I don’t know. A mate of mine swears that his dental

fillings pick up radio programmes. When he clenches 

his teeth together, he can hear voices, like vibrations in his

skull.’

‘Then we must suppose that this friend of yours has

smoked one joint too many.’

Kaminsky drew on his cigarette. ‘I’ll take another look

at your set-up, but I was pretty thorough last time and—’

‘You might have missed something,’ Christopher 

cut in.

‘We’ll see. Give me a couple of hours.’

Christopher went downstairs and began reading a

book in the drawing room. Laura had gone out with Faye,

so there was little to distract him. He became absorbed 

by the narrative and when two hours had elapsed he

returned to the studio. Kaminsky was sitting next to the

mixing desk, deep in thought and massaging his chin.

‘Roger?’

Kaminsky stirred from his reverie. ‘Chris.’

‘Well?’

The engineer shook his head. ‘Nothing.’

‘What do you mean, nothing?’

‘I couldn’t find anything wrong.’

‘But the voices . . .’
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‘Yeah,’ said Kaminsky. ‘The voices.’ He lit a cigarette

and nodded silently to himself. ‘I‘ve been listening to

them, and if you think about it . . .’ He hesitated and

seemed uncertain as to whether to proceed or not.

‘Yes?’

Kaminsky continued. ‘They don’t sound anything like

radio broadcasts, do they? She died last night; I’m a stranger

here; Come, Tommy. Fate. In French, German, English. I

mean, what sort of stations are we picking up here?’ It

was true. The voices didn’t appear in an ongoing stream

of interference, and it was difficult to imagine them in the

context of an ordinary radio programme. ‘And why no

music?’ Kaminsky added, foreshadowing Christopher’s

own thoughts. ‘No records, no jingles, nothing.’

‘What are you suggesting?’ Christopher asked.

The engineer studied the smoke rising from his cigar-

ette. ‘I don’t think these voices are radio transmissions.’

‘Then what are they?’

‘I don’t know, but . . .’

‘But what?’

‘You’ll just say I smoke too much Mary Jane.’

‘If you think you know what’s going on, say.’

‘I don’t know what’s going on. Not really. It’s just a

thought.’

‘Tell me.’
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‘I don’t think they’re transmissions. I think they’re

communications.’

The two men looked at each other and the quiet

seemed to congeal around them. Christopher was sur-

prised to discover that he felt uneasy. With cautious 

deliberation, he said, ‘You think these voices are ghosts?’

‘Well, they aren’t radio interference, that’s for sure.’

‘When you say communications, what do you mean

precisely?’

‘Look, Chris, I don’t want to get into some big, heavy

scene here. I was just saying, that’s all. My wife’s into 

all sorts of stuff. You know, spiritualism, auras, medita-

tion . . .’ The engineer’s sentence trailed off.

‘And . . .’ Christopher rotated his hand in the air.

‘There’s a professor,’ Kaminsky began again, haltingly,

‘who’s written a book about voices that appear on tape.

You know, a serious book. Scientific.’

‘And he thinks they’re the dead trying to communi-

cate with us?’

‘Yeah.’

‘I’ve worked with tape all my life and the dead have

never shown any interest in me or my compositions before.’

‘Could be the house.’

Christopher scowled. ‘So what am I supposed to do

now?’
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‘I don’t know, Chris,’ said Kaminsky. ‘But I promise

you, there’s nothing wrong with your gear.’

That night, Christopher found it difficult to concentrate

on his work. He kept on thinking about Kaminsky. It

seemed a ludicrous idea, the dead communicating with

the living through the medium of magnetic tape, but at

the same time Christopher’s mind was not entirely closed

to extraordinary possibilities. During the late sixties,

under the influence of a lover who had travelled around

India, he had developed a voguish interest in eastern

mysticism, and he was not opposed, as a matter of prin-

ciple, to belief in the supernatural. The voices were very

strange. Their presence on the tape was inexplicable.

Furthermore, Christopher was now obliged to reconsider

the very first instance of the phenomenon, which had

been a German speaker intoning the words How sacred for

us dead. This otherwise obscure phrase was now loaded

with new significance.

There was a knock on the door.

He called out, ‘Come in,’ and Laura entered carrying a

mug of tea.

‘How’s it going?’ she asked.

‘OK.’
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Laura placed the mug on the splicing table. ‘I made

you some tea.’

‘Thanks.’

‘Will you be working late?’

‘I don’t think so.’

She turned to leave, but Christopher called out: ‘Wait a

minute. I want to play you something.’ Laura looked at

him quizzically. He had stopped playing her his composi-

tions a long time ago. Christopher read her expression

and said, ‘No, it’s not a piece of music. Take a seat.’ He

offered her his chair and found the spool labelled ‘voices’.

As he threaded the tape around the tension pulleys, he

said, ‘You’ll hear people speaking – a French woman, a

German man—’

‘Who are they?’ Laura interrupted.

‘I don’t know. They just appeared. I’ve manipulated

the recordings a little to improve the sound quality, but

it’s still quite difficult to make out what they’re saying.’

‘What do you mean, they just appeared?’

‘Exactly that. One minute the tape was blank, then a

few minutes later it had voices on it.’

‘How could that happen?’

‘I don’t know. Nor does Roger. There’s nothing wrong

with the equipment, no faults. Just listen. The first voice
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says I’m sorry, she died last night in French. The second

says I’m a stranger here and Where shall we meet? in

German. Then there are some east European speakers

before someone says Come, Tommy. Fate!’

‘It’s gibberish.’

‘Just listen, OK?’

Christopher pressed ‘play’. The spools revolved, the

slack tape became taut and the voices began their odd

recitation. Christopher couldn’t see his wife’s face,

because her head was bowed. When the Englishman’s

inebriate drawl filled the room, Christopher noticed her

shoulders tensing. She leaned forward in her chair. It was

as though she had recognized the speaker.

‘Laura?’

‘Play that last one again.’

‘Why?’

‘Just play it again, will you.’ An increase in volume

betrayed her impatience.

Observing the counter, Christopher rewound the tape.

The wheels ran backwards and the number in the perspex

window got smaller. After a beat of silence, the English

voice repeated its demand, ‘Come, Tommy. Fate! Come,

Tommy. Fate!’

‘Jesus,’ Laura hissed.

‘What?’
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‘Can’t you . . .’ She looked up and raked her hair back.

Her eyes narrowed.

‘What?’ Christopher asked again.

‘Who are these people?’

‘I don’t understand. Why are you getting so agitated?’

‘What did you say you thought he said? Tommy . . .

what?’

‘Come, Tommy. Fate!’

‘Well, he isn’t saying that, is he?’

‘Yes, he is.’

‘No, he’s not. He’s saying . . .’ Laura paused for a

moment before continuing: ‘Come to me, Faye.’

Christopher shook his head. ‘No, no, no.’

‘Come to me, Faye. That’s what he’s saying. Who is

he?’

‘Just a second.’ Christopher rewound the tape and put

the headphones on. ‘Let me hear it again through these.’

He was sure that his wife was mistaken. Even so, he

decided that he should at least appear to be taking her

assertion seriously. The voice started and Christopher

listened. He closed his eyes and was surprised to discover

that he was now less sure about what he was hearing.

Simply knowing that the speech could be interpreted

differently seemed to introduce a subtle shift of emphasis.

The consonants softened as he strained to clarify the
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words. Another replay failed to resolve ambiguities.

Christopher realized that he hadn’t cleaned the tape up

quite as much as he’d thought. There was still a lot of hiss

and rumble to confuse matters. He opened his eyes. ‘Yes,

I see what you mean.’

Laura’s stare was accusatory. ‘What’s going on, Chris?’

He slipped off the headphones and gestured at the

tape machine. ‘Roger thinks that these people are dead.’

‘I don’t understand.’

‘Neither do I. Not yet.’

Christopher parked his car on the Archway Road and

walked a short distance, over cracked paving slabs, to 

The Earth Exchange. Massive lorries and double-decker

buses laboured their way towards Finchley, belching

black smoke from shaking exhaust pipes. He turned into

an open yard and approached an imposing brown-brick

house ahead. Some of the windows were decorated with

colourful transfers and the front door had been left half

open. Christopher ascended the stairs and stepped inside.

Immediately, the smell of diesel was replaced by whole-

some fragrances wafting up from the vegetarian cafe

below. He advanced down the shabby hallway, his heels

banging loudly on the exposed floorboards, and turned
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into a large, brightly lit room. He saw baskets full of

pulses and grains, fruit and vegetables, and shelves

stacked with cartons of tofu, soya chunks and bottles 

of sarsaparilla. Sitting by the till was a young woman

with straggly black hair. She was wearing a skimpy white

vest through which Christopher could see the shape of

her small breasts and the raised dark outlines of her

nipples.

‘Hi,’ she said, smiling. There wasn’t a trace of make-up

on her face.

‘Hello,’ Christopher replied.

‘Nice day.’

‘Yes. It is very nice.’

He went over to a tall bookcase and glanced through

the titles. They were just as he had remembered: books on

Buddhism, hypnosis, tarot cards, telepathy, stone circles,

astrology and ghosts. He picked up a volume by two

authors who were identified on the cover as ‘professional

ghost hunters’, and then consulted the index for any

mention of tape machines or tape recordings, but he

couldn’t find anything relevant. He continued his search,

inspecting the contents pages of other books without

success.

‘Can I help you?’ The young woman had emerged

from behind the till. He could now see that she was wear-
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ing a long, rustic skirt, the embroidered hem of which

stopped short of her bare feet.

‘I’m looking for a book,’ Christopher replied, ‘by a

professor who claims to have made tape recordings of

spirits.’ He felt slightly embarrassed by this admission

and gave a nervous laugh.

‘Yeah, yeah,’ said the young woman, ‘I know the one.’

When she moved, tiny bells attached to an ankle bracelet

jingled. She stopped next to a carousel of books and spun

it around. Standing at her side, Christopher could smell

patchouli and a slight undertow of musky perspiration.

‘You must mean this.’ She handed Christopher a thick

hardback.

He took it from her and momentarily their hands

touched. ‘Thank you.’

She turned and sashayed back towards the till.

Christopher found that her slender figure held his atten-

tion and he had to force himself to avert his gaze. He

bowed his head and studied the book. The author’s 

name was Konstantin Raudive. There was no professorial

prefix. Beneath the title, Breakthrough, Christopher read:

‘An Amazing Experiment in Electronic Communication

with the Dead’. Inside, he discovered some drawings of

tape recorders and circuit diagrams. This was surely the

book that Kaminsky had referred to.
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Christopher took the book to the till. ‘Looks interest-

ing.’

The young woman nodded. He gave her a ten-pound

note and asked her if she’d read it.

‘No,’ she replied, ‘but it’s supposed to be really good.

I’m more into past lives. You know, hypnosis, regres-

sion . . .’

She was obviously bored and wanted to talk, but

Christopher recognized that if he delayed his departure,

he would be committing himself to an entirely fraudulent

conversation. His inclination to tarry had much more to

do with the transparency of the young woman’s clothing

than any interest he might have in her views on reincar-

nation. He felt annoyed with himself, guilty, but within

seconds something like an alchemical process had trans-

muted all of his guilt into blame. If Laura had been 

more sexually responsive of late, then the shaded circles

that showed through the young woman’s thin cotton vest

wouldn’t have been nearly so distracting.

Christopher took his change and said, ‘Thanks for

your help.’

‘See you around,’ the young woman replied.

He flattered himself that a fleeting shadow of disap-

pointment had passed across her face. With his book

tucked under his arm, Christopher made his way down to
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the vegetarian cafe in the basement. It was entirely empty

but for a hairy individual, probably no more than nine-

teen years of age, standing behind a serving bay of heated

metal trays. Christopher bought himself a flapjack and a

cup of tea, pulled a chair from beneath one of the old

wooden tables and sat down to examine his purchase.

The bulk of the book consisted of transcripts. Obscure,

telegraphic communications that didn’t make much sense

without the explanatory notes that the author had pro-

vided. They were presented in a variety of languages with

English translations. An introductory chapter detailed a

range of recording techniques involving microphones,

radios and diodes. Christopher read these sections with

considerable interest. They were quite technical but not

beyond his understanding. He then looked at the photo-

graphic plates. Dr Raudive, a balding gentleman with

glasses, was shown operating tape machines, conversing

with engineers or posing with his scientific collaborators.

One of these was described as ‘Germany’s leading para-

psychologist’. Another was a Swiss physicist. Christopher

had half expected Breakthrough to be a sensational

polemic, full of outrageous claims, but it was nothing of

the sort. It was more like a treatise, restrained, meticu-

lous and endorsed by respected members of the inter-

national academic community. Clearly, in certain circles,
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the appearance of spirit voices on tape was an accepted

phenomenon.

Christopher closed the book and tasted his flapjack. It

was extremely good, a weighty agglomeration of oats and

raisins, bound together with honey. As he chewed, his

mouth filled with sweetness. He thought about the voices

that he had recorded. If it were true that the speakers

were spirits trying to communicate with the living, then

how utterly extraordinary it was that they should have

chosen to make their existence known by interfering with

his tape machines. An alternative possibility was that the

recordings were simply opportunistic: that the conditions

in his studio were, for whatever reason, favourable and

that the spirits had no special interest in him or his family.

Or perhaps choice and intention were entirely irrelevant

in this context? Perhaps the tape machine had simply

captured random phrases floating in the ether?

Just thinking about these questions made him feel

light-headed.

Yet, he had to concede, there was nothing random

about the phrase ‘Come to me, Faye’. If, as Christopher

was slowly coming to accept, this was what the English

voice had actually said, then quite clearly he, the spirit,

had demonstrated knowledge of at least one of the

house’s occupants.
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Christopher thought about Laura. She had perceived

the communication as sinister. Indeed, she had become

quite upset. When he had challenged her, she hadn’t been

very forthcoming. ‘I don’t like it,’ was all that she had had

to say. Later, that night, she had been distinctly moody,

and when they were in bed together, and Christopher had

tried to reach out to her, she had turned her back on him.

The basement door opened and two people entered –

a couple, dressed identically in flared maroon trousers

and yellow T-shirts. They were evidently regulars and

engaged the youth in a conversation about the food in the

heated trays. It was a curiously solemn exchange.

Christopher noticed a discarded newspaper on an

adjacent table. A partially exposed headline piqued his

curiosity, but when he investigated further he found that

the story was, in fact, quite dull, so he turned to the arts

pages. The name Simon Ogilvy seemed to leap out at him.

His friend was mentioned, along with Oliver Knussen

and Peter Maxwell Davies, in an article on ‘highlights to

look out for’ in the coming prom season.

A distinctive voice . . . innovative harmonies . . . exceptional

command of orchestral resources.

Every compliment Simon collected seemed to be-

spatter Christopher’s own achievements with ordure.

Christopher yearned for such praise, intelligent audiences
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and meaningful plaudits. But it would never happen. Not

now. Christopher cast the newspaper aside and picked up

Breakthrough. The dust jacket was silver and decorated

with a stylized wave pattern. He stared at the pattern 

for so long he experienced the illusion of movement. An

idea had been taking shape in his mind, its constituent

elements emerging from an inner vacancy and gradually

coalescing into something concrete and intelligible. The

voices of the dead could be incorporated into a piece of

electronic music. Instantly, the scope and structure of the

work were revealed to him: a major undertaking, with

extended movements, a kind of anti-requiem, in which

instead of the living addressing the dead, their roles

would be reversed and the dead would address the

living. The boldness of the concept made his heart

quicken. He hadn’t felt so inspired in years and he 

imagined his composition provoking controversy, heated

debate. He would be invited to speak on radio

programmes, just as he had in the past, and the music

critics would refer to him once more as the ‘English 

Stockhausen’. It was such a good idea, and bound to

attract interest from all quarters. He could barely contain

his excitement.

*
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On returning home, Christopher marched down the hall-

way and into the kitchen. Faye was in her highchair,

foraging through raisins piled on a saucer. When she saw

her father enter, she rocked backwards and forwards,

pointed and said, ‘Da-da.’ Christopher turned to share 

the child’s reaction with his wife and froze. Laura was

perched on a stool, reading a magazine and about to bite

into a chocolate biscuit. What had she done to herself?

Their eyes met and her expression darkened. ‘You don’t

like it,’ she said tersely.

Her hair, with its glossy waves and carefully pos-

itioned curls, had been shorn off, leaving only a short,

spiky fleece that made her face seem much larger.

‘It’s not that I don’t like it,’ said Christopher, attempt-

ing to conceal his true feelings. ‘It’s just . . . I really liked

your hair the way it was.’

Laura bit a corner off her biscuit. ‘I felt like a change.

It’s been so hot lately, and I was getting fed up with

having to fiddle around with the tongs every morning.

Chris, do stop looking at me like that!’

‘I’m sorry.’

‘It’ll grow back, you know.’

‘Yes, I know.’

Laura put her magazine down next to the biscuit tin.

Christopher registered the title – Spare Rib. On the cover
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was a black-and-white photograph of two women hold-

ing guitars. One of them had her hair completely hidden

beneath an elaborate headscarf and the other wore her

hair very short – like Laura’s. A green banner that sliced

diagonally across the lower right-hand corner of the 

page announced: ‘Rape Crisis Centre Opens – Spare Rib

Special Report’. When Laura realized that her husband

was studying the cover of her magazine, she pushed it

beneath a copy of the Listener. After swallowing the

remains of her biscuit, she said, ‘Henry called.’

‘What did he want?’

‘He didn’t say.’

Christopher went over to Faye, bent down and kissed

her on the head. She offered him a raisin, holding it up

with her chubby hand. Christopher took it from her and

said, ‘Ta.’ The child repeated the syllable, extending the

vowel, and then adopted a curiously coy expression.

‘What?’ Christopher asked. ‘What’s the matter?’ She

clapped her hands and started to rock backwards and

forwards again.

Laura sighed and slid off the stool. She picked up her

empty mug and carried it over to the sink, the loose heels

of her sandals slapping against the floor tiles. After turn-

ing the tap on she rinsed the mug in a stream of water

and placed it upside down on the draining board. Look-
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ing out of the window, she said, ‘More good weather. We

must get the garden done.’

‘Yes.’

Laura turned the tap off and dried her hands on a tea

towel. ‘I’ll talk to Sue.’

‘Who?’

‘Sue. The garden designer I met. Remember?’

‘You could get an estimate, I suppose. I’m not sure it

would be wise to start another big project. Not just yet.’

‘Why not?’

‘We’re not exactly flush at the moment.’

‘She won’t be expensive.’

‘OK. See what she thinks. I’m going upstairs.’

‘OK. Don’t forget to call Henry.’

‘No. I won’t.’

Christopher was breathless by the time he reached the

second-floor landing. It was hotter at the top of the house,

and as soon as he got into the studio he opened one of the

double-glazed windows. The air, which should have been

fresh, carried with it a whiff of stagnant water from the

Vale of Health pond. He sat down in his swivel chair,

opened Breakthrough and began to read, although on this

occasion with greater care.

One of the recording techniques that appealed to

Christopher involved making use of radio noise. A radio
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could be tuned between stations and the static – the 

crackling rush of electrical interference found between

broadcasting frequencies – could be fed directly into a tape

machine. When played back, such recordings were often

found to contain voices. The procedure struck Christopher

as interesting, because the voices he had already recorded

seemed to actually arise out of the background hiss of the

tape. Perhaps tape hiss and radio noise, two very similar

sounds, possessed common elements that could be used

by spirits as the raw material for the construction of their

messages. Raudive advised that each experimental session

should commence with the investigator using a micro-

phone to record the time and date, his or her name and an

invitation for ‘unseen friends’ to manifest on the tape.

Questions could be asked, providing each question was

followed by a pause for answers. Tape speed could be 

set at either three and three-quarter or seven and a half

inches per second, although some researchers (the name

Friedrich Jürgenson was cited) favoured seven and a half

inches per second for ‘faster’ voices. Much was made of

the unusual rapidity of spirit speech, a phenomenon that

Christopher had not, as yet, encountered. Rerecording

communications at least five times was recommended 

to improve clarity. Christopher thought that he could

achieve superior results using filters.
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As soon as he had digested the technical pages,

Christopher was eager to try out what he had learned. He

opened a brand new tape box and removed the spool

from its transparent cellophane wrapping, before pres-

sing it onto the vacant spindle of his Akai. He threaded

the tape through the guides and poked the laminated 

end into the hub slot of the empty reel. He then set up 

the microphone and radio connections as described 

by Raudive. After turning the dial of the radio so that 

the needle occupied a position between stations and the

speaker was emitting nothing but noise, he tapped 

the microphone and adjusted the recording levels. Feel-

ing somewhat self-conscious, he said: ‘Two fifteen p.m.,

Tuesday the eighteenth of May, 1976. This is Christo-

pher Norton. Is there anybody there?’ He paused before

continuing: ‘Who are you?’ And after another pause he

asked, ‘What do you want?’ He then repeated his ques-

tions, rewound the tape and listened to the recording. 

His voice entered above the radio static, but in the gaps

between his questions there were no responses. He made

another ten-minute recording, but when he played it back

there were still no voices, only lengthy intervals of frothy

interference.

Christopher felt deflated. The idea of using the voices

of the dead in a serious musical work had offered him a
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tantalizing prospect of professional redemption. But 

now, his vision of concert halls, ovations and interviews

had begun to shimmer like a mirage – the light of hope

refracting through layers of disappointment. He could 

not abandon his fantasy of rehabilitation, his return to 

the intellectual fold, and he consoled himself with the

thought that his expectations had very probably been too

high. It had been unrealistic to suppose that the dead

would communicate at his convenience. Raudive hadn’t

achieved instant success, he had applied himself over a

period of many years. Moreover, identifying spirits on

tape was evidently a skill that developed over time.

Investigators became more ‘attuned’ with continued prac-

tice. No, he wouldn’t give up. He would persevere. The

idea for the new work was simply too good to discard,

especially at this early stage. Perhaps the ‘unseen friends’

would be more talkative later on. In the meantime, he

would continue composing the next section of Android

Insurrection.

The three hours that followed were spent recording

the sound of piano strings being hit with a small mallet.

These recordings were then played backwards, at differ-

ent speeds, and rerecorded onto a master tape. When he

had finished, Christopher went downstairs to join his

wife and daughter for dinner.
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‘I was just about to call you,’ said Laura.

She was serving moussaka from a baking dish with a

large spoon. As she broke the cheese topping, the fra-

grances of cinnamon, oregano and thyme were released

into the air. Laura mentioned, in passing, a news item that

she had heard on the radio concerning the new Concorde

service to Washington. ‘Three and a half hours,’ she said.

‘Amazing.’

They both sat down to eat. Faye was in her highchair,

attempting to impale pasta shells on the tines of a plastic

fork.

‘Shame the Americans won’t let the thing land in New

York,’ said Christopher. ‘People – well, rich people at any

rate – would start going to New York for the weekend.

When’s the first flight?’

‘Next week, I think.’

The conversation that followed was fitful. Something

of their earlier difference of opinion over Laura’s hairstyle

still lingered, creating a distance between them that

seemed to augment the width of the kitchen table. Laura

pushed some food around the rim of her plate. ‘I’d like to

go out this evening. If you don’t mind.’

Christopher looked up. He really didn’t like her hair.

‘Sorry?’

‘There’s a speaker appearing at that bookshop in
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Islington – you know, where the readers’ group meets. I

wasn’t going to go, but I saw something about her today

in a magazine and I’ve changed my mind.’

‘OK.’

‘You can carry on working. I’ll put Faye to bed. It

doesn’t start until eight.’

‘OK.’

Laura took Faye’s fork and scooped a pasta shell into

the child’s mouth. Most of the pasta had been removed

from the bowl and dropped onto the highchair tray. The

white Formica was smeared with tomato sauce.

‘Sue will be there tonight,’ said Laura.

‘Who?’

‘The garden designer.’

‘OK. We only want an estimate.’

‘I know.’

Faye struck the Formica, demanding to be fed.

‘You’re a big girl now,’ said Laura. ‘You’ve got to learn

how to do it yourself.’

The child opened her mouth like a gannet.

Christopher returned to the studio and pressed the

‘on’ button of the radio. He rotated the tuning dial this

way and that, listening to brief snatches of incompre-

hensible speech and bursts of pop music. In the perspex

window that covered the frequency markings he noticed
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a reflection of his eyes: resolute, focused. When the needle

was positioned at the midpoint between two stations

separated by a broad band of static, he started recording.

Taking the microphone, he said, ‘Seven twenty-five p.m.,

Tuesday the eighteenth of May, 1976. This is Christopher

Norton. Is there anybody there? Any unseen friends? Or

enemies? Talk to me. I’d really like you to say something.’

He let the tape run for twenty minutes, then rewound

it and listened. Soon after his introductory comments he

heard something faint, like the rustling of dry autumn

leaves in the static. He stopped the tape, listened and

made a note of the number displayed on the rev counter.

He then let the tape continue. There were some more

indistinct murmurings, and then a female voice said, ‘Do

not continue.’ It was very clear and Christopher was so

surprised he let out a nervous laugh. A few seconds later,

the woman repeated this firm injunction. Christopher

made another rev counter note and continued listening.

After a minute or so, a man with a distinct Scottish accent

said, ‘We cannot intercede and the light is failing.’ This

was followed by a French woman, who, after several

replays, Christopher understood to be saying, ‘Quels que

soient les mots . . . les laisser couler.’ Whatever the words . . .

let them flow. Then the first voice returned: ‘Leave them

alone, I implore you. Leave them alone.’ A crackling
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within the static seemed to come forward, becoming 

more sharply defined as laughter. After a few moments it

receded, before being lost in the seething effervescence of

the radio noise. There were no more communications on

the tape.

Christopher stopped the Akai and sat back in his chair.

‘Jesus,’ he said aloud. ‘That’s incredible.’
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